
SHRI BINZANI CITY COLLEGE
Umrer Road, Nagpur

Code of Conduct for Support Staff:

The Supporting Staff is the backbone of any Institution. They are as important as

the other stakeholders and should adhere to the following:

1. The Support Staff need to be punctual, efficient and dedicated towards the work

glven to them. ii' i

2. The Staff should obey the Head of the Institution while performing in'sti pional

duties. ,,,. 
,.,,",r " '

3. The Staff should not remain absent without prior intimatidn to,the authorities.
,irr ,, ::

4. The Staff should be present in the College in Uniforrn given to them by the

Institution. In case of any damage to the ,*ffi' y shorld inform the

authorities immediately. . ,:, ",,,',, ..,

". i"...
5. The Staff should maintain good relationS,,rrwith each other. They should help

'l:,

students, in general, and Dir,yangal,in paticular.
,.i,.

6. The staff should cooperate rn m'aintaining cleanliness of the place before any

program f event orgattzedifi"qhp. College and should leave only when the work

i,i
1s ovef.

7 . The Staff should helo in maintenance of the infrastructure of the Institution and

will also nurti:re'&e f.lora and fawra around the College.

8. Every staff must refrarn from smoking, consuming tobacco, alcohol and other

nar,poqi.CErin dnd around the campus''1;;. \i .,:''

any act:ron as would be hazardous to the

l repritation of the institution.

1'b.I'i, case of any issue, the staff should contact the Head Clerk and get the issue

rectified immediately.

11.Every staff is expected to conserve electric energy and use water diligently to

pfesefve natufe.
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l2.Every staff is expected to maintain the dignity and reputation of the Institution

and check behavior which will be detrimental to the Institution.
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Code of Conduct for Support Staff:

The Supporting Staff is the backbone of any Institution. They are as important as

the other stakeholders and should adhere to the following:

1. The Support Staff need to be punctual, efficient and dedicated towards the

work given to them. , ,

2. The Staff should obey the Head of the Institution while perfonning

institutional duties.

3,. The Staff should not remain absent without prior intimation to the authorities.

4. The Staff should be present in the College in Uniform given to them by the

Institution. In case of any damage to the uniform, they should inforrn the

authorities immediately.

5. The staff should cooperate in maintaining cleanliness of the place before any

program I event organized in the College and should leave only when the

work is over.

6. The Staff should help in maintenance of the infrastructure of the Institution

and will also nufture the flora and fauna around the College.

7. Every staff must refrain from qrngking, consuming tobacco, alcohol and other

narcotics in and around the campus

8. He /She is expected to prevent any action as would be hazardous to the

reputation of the institution.

9. In case of any issue, the staff should contact the Head Clerk and get the issue

rectifi ed imrnediately.

l0.Every staJf is expected to conserve electric energy and use water diligently to
preserve nature.

ll.Every staff is expected to maintain the dignity and reputation of the
:,

Institution and check behavior which will be detrimental to the Institution.
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Code of Conduct for Support Staff:

The Supporting Staff is the backbone of any Institution. They are as important as

the other stakeholders and should adhere to the following:

1. The Support Staff need to be punctual, efficient and dedicated towards the

work given to them.

2. The Staff should obey the Head of the Institution while performing

institutional duties.

3. The Staff should not remain absent without prior intimation to the authorities.

4. The Staff should be present in the College in Uniform given to them by the

Institution. In case of any damage to the uniform, they should inform the

authorities immediately. ,

5. The staff should cooperate in maintaining cleanliness of the place before any

program / event organized in the College and should leave only when the

work is over.

6. The Staff should help in maintenanee of the infrastructure of the Institution
and will also nurture the flora and fauna around the College.

7. Every staff must refrain from smoking, consuming tobacco, alcohol and other

narcotics in and around the campus

8. He /She is expected to prevent any action as would be hazardous to the

reputation of the institution.

9. In case of any issue, the staff should contact the Head Clerk and get the issue

rectified immediately.

10.Every staff is expected to conserve electric energy and use water diligently to
preserve nature.

ll.Every staff is expected to maintain the dignity and reputation of the

Institution and check behavior which will be detrimental to the Institution.
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